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Well folks,It's that time of the year again. 

 Welcome to the Heromorph Superhero Smackdown 4. Round one.

This year we have another Smackdown. Just like last year, the event of the summer. This will be an
ongoing event were you make the art that forms the story. This will be a ongoing event where
everyone can get involved.

What we are going to do is have fun making images to go along with a fictional Superhero game
show. Think a cross between Amazing Race, the Mole, Big Brother, Fear Factor, and survivor on
steroids with superheroes and villains.

Where do you come in... Well to start we need people to start signing up and give the name of the
superhero that they would like to be for the start of the contest.

You can pick any character that you want including original HM characters (except Lady Heromorph,
as she is the host). If picked a character that belongs to another member of Heromorph please ask
permission first. Characters do not have to be comic book characters. Once a character has been
chosen they are gone, only one version of the same character is allowed. So join in fast before your
character is taken.

After you sign up you will have to do a image of the character you have chosen. for round 1 the
image will be a pin-up. Post the image anytime until the end of June. Put Superhero Smackdown 4 in
the title, and post it in the superhero smackdown sub-gallery. As mentioned the first image is a just a
simple pinup.
When you submit your pin-ups, you must post here or within the image what their characters powers
and abilities are.

Each month or so a new chapter for the script will be drafted and each artist will be given a sneak
preview of the script containing their character parts and must do a image of their character for the
monthly highlights article. The final script will not be finished until the images are in, also the
participants can add to the final script themselves make alliances and effect the outcome of other
participants be what they put in their images (ie. captions and text is welcome in the images).
We are going for humor and a good time for all. Images can be made in anyway you want to make
them.
Each round will have a different deadline and the deadlines will vary in length of time but will not be
less then 4 weeks. Artists are also welcome to team up together or do multiple images for any one
month. Both regular and adult images will be welcome. Images promotting other websites will not be
accepted.
The monthly highlight article will be posted in the fan fiction section.
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Sign up starts here.. I am hoping to have everyone signed up and joined in before the end of June.

The only real way to get eliminated is to not do a picture. Also any picture you create for the
smackdown must have your own character in it.

Now, Let's have some FUN!!! 
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